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Address Toyo Sasaki Glass Co., Ltd 
Sasaki Glass Co., Ltd. 
2-1-3, Nihombashi-Bakurocho, 
Chuo-ku,Tokyo, 
103-8373

Country Japan

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
High quality lead crystal tableware Glass is an important part of this culture. In addition to having wonderful characteristics that allow it to be molded
into any shape and infused with a wide range of colors, glass can retain a beautiful luster almost indefinitely. We melt the raw materials used in our
glass at temperatures exceeding 1,400, and control the formation of the glass through masterful heat management and the use of precision molds. We
shape the glass using our own special rolling and stretching techniques, creating beautiful glassware that is expressive of our sensitivity and creativity.

TSG offers top-quality printing and after processing services catering to the needs of our customers. 

Screen Printing 
TSG offers advanced screen printing services for multi-color graphics and designs on the glass. In additional to the standard printed glassware
collection in our catalog, screen printing is also available for publishing your company logos, names and graphics which turns TSG glassware into
excellent advertising media for your business. Standard ceramic inks, semi-transparent inks, and crystal ice textured inks are available to serve your
needs. 

Sandblasting 
Frosted designs are created by high pressure sandblasting equipment. Sandblasting is a process in which fine silicate particles are blown onto the
glass surface to produce the graphics desired.

Cut Glass Processing 
Beautiful cut patterns are engraved by fast-spinning diamond wheels using original cutting technologies developed by TSG.

Laser Marking 
State-of-the-art laser marking devices are employed to imprint letters or graphics onto/into the glass.
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